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in seveRal Weeks, THe HolidaYs 
Will be upon us, and with it, the prospect of 
reuniting with loved ones and family. At its best, 
the word “family” conjures feelings of acceptance 
and belonging. But for many in our community, 
“family” continues to be a loaded word.

For too long it’s been a fixed concept, consigning 
LGBT people to the status of outsiders, looking 
in. Despite this, many of us forged ahead, defining 
family on our own terms, loving and committing 
to a partner openly, raising children, and creating 
that sense of belonging from which LGBT people 
were so long excluded.

On so many fronts, Lambda Legal is fighting 
for our families, and prevailing over those who 
would break us apart.

In July, Lambda Legal filed a friend-of-the-
court brief on behalf of a bi-national lesbian 
couple, in which we urged an end to the 
deportation of immigrants married to U.S. 
citizens. In August, the Department of Homeland 
Security announced that it will implement new 
procedures for reviewing deportation cases. This is 
expected to result in the administrative closure of 
deportation cases for immigrants with U.S. citizen 
spouses and children, a victory for thousands of 
binational couples and families.

That same month, we filed a friend-of-the-court 
brief in Illinois, where four dioceses of Catholic 
Charities, despite receiving state funding, refused 
to allow civil union couples to become foster 
parents. Two days later, the court ruled against 
Catholic Charities.

As we go to press, we are waiting to learn 
whether the U.S. Supreme Court has decided to 
hear our suit Adar v. Smith. In this case, which 
Lambda Legal has led since 2007, the Louisiana 

state registrar has refused to provide an accurate 
birth certificate for a Louisiana-born boy, adopted 
in New York by a gay couple, listing both fathers 
as his parents. Despite two federal court rulings in 
favor of our clients, a closely divided appeals court 
overturned the earlier rulings and the state has 
continued its inhumane rejection of Oren Adar, 
Mickey Smith and their son as a loving family.

This season, too many LGBT youth will not 
be celebrating the holidays with their families. 
The high proportion of LGBT youth living in 
out-of-home settings like homeless shelters and 
group homes is a stark reminder of the extent to 
which we’re still rejected by our families. We were 
gratified, in August, to reach the resolution of a 
complaint we had filed on behalf of a teenaged 
transgender girl, “L.P.,” who had been physically 
attacked and verbally abused at a youth facility in 
Philadelphia. As a result of work by our Youth in 
Out-of-Home Care legal team, the Department 
of Human Services agreed to change its policies 
and conduct training for staff as well as provide 
facilities for transgender residents. It also agreed 
to pay L.P. an undisclosed sum.

We hope to see a day when we no longer have to 
litigate cases like these. Until then, we are digging 
our heels in, and fighting for families across 
the U.S., to whom we also wish the happiest of 
gatherings, this season and for many to come.

laMBda legal 
is fightiNg for 
our faMilies, 
aNd prevailiNg 
over those 
who would 
Break us apart.

Kevin M. CathCart

Letter froM exeCutive DireCtor // 
Kevin M. CathCart

FamilY values
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oCTobeR

1 lambda legal in miami apogee, Miami Beach

1-2 Fort Worth pride fort Worth, texas 

2 major donor Reception with board of directors fort Lauderdale,  fla.

3 Womens’ life planning seminar new York City

4 law student & law Firm Reception Credit-suisse, new York City

6  law student & law Firm Reception topaz hotel, Washington, D.C.

6-9 baltimore black pride

7 “bar exam” membership party GYM Bar, new York City

8-9 atlanta pride

9 ouTfest philadelphia 

11 national Coming out day

12 monthly mix & mingle Dish restaurant & Lounge, Dallas

23 Connecticut Cares Mitchells of Westport, Westport,  Conn.

27 West Coast liberty awards petersen automotive Museum, Los angeles

29 masquerade ball the vendome, Dallas

novembeR

5-6 palm springs pride palm springs, Calif. 

4 “bar exam” membership party GYM Bar, new York City

9 monthly mix & mingle Dish restaurant & Lounge, Dallas

12 black Tie dinner sheraton hotel Downtown, Dallas

20 international Transgender day of Remembrance

deCembeR

1 World aids day 

2 “bar exam” membership party GYM Bar, new York City

14 monthly mix & mingle Dish restaurant & Lounge, Dallas

For More inForMation on laMbda legal events, visit   
www.lambdalegal.org/events

DateSave  
the
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highlights oF laMbda legal’s recent work around the country

on the DoCKet // in the fieLD
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West Coast 
Liberty aWards
THuRsdaY, oCTobeR 27, 2011

to read our Brief, visit  
www.lambdalegal.org/impact-2011-gill-brief

texas 

hire learNiNg 
Finding a job these days is hard enough. Imagine not being able even to 
interview for a position—just because of someone’s assumption about your 
sexual orientation. 

That’s what happened to Lambda Legal client Jacqueline Gill, a Ph.D. 
student and former high school English teacher who most recently worked as a 
temporary professor at Tarrant County College (TCC) in Hurst, Texas. When 
she was hired, she was told it was customary to employ full-time instructors on 
a temporary basis first, and that teachers who complete the one-year contract 
successfully are uniformly hired when the positions are made permanent. 

Gill received high praise from students, parents, colleagues and superiors. 
But a former student whom Gill disciplined for academic dishonesty retaliated 
by falsely claiming that Gill flirted with female students in class. No formal 
charge or investigation took place. Gill was then subjected to a lengthy diatribe 
from English Department Chair Eric Devlin about “homosexuals” and about 
how “Texas and Tarrant County College do not like homosexuals.” 

All the contract teachers who started the summer of 2009 at TCC and 
applied for the teaching positions when they were made permanent were invited 
to interview—all of them, that is, except Gill. In September 2011, Lambda 
Legal sued Devlin and Antonio Howell, Division Dean of Humanities, Tarrant 
County College NE Campus, on Gill’s behalf. Our suit claims they violated 
the Equal Protection Clause of the U.S. Constitution by refusing to permit 
Gill to interview for a permanent teaching position and by interfering with 
the hiring process regarding Gill’s application based on their perception that 
she is a lesbian.

“I’m a good teacher and I work hard. But none of that mattered once Eric 
Devlin suspected that I’m a lesbian,” says Gill.

“Jacqueline Gill’s qualifications match or exceed those of the other temporary 
instructors hired by TCC that summer,” says Lambda Legal Supervising Senior 
Staff Attorney Kenneth Upton, Jr., who is representing Gill along with pro 
bono co-counsel Benjamin D. Williams from the firm of Gibson, Dunn 
& Crutcher LLP. “Employees who work for government employers have a 
right to be judged based on their job performance rather than any personal 
characteristic.”

Client Jacqueline gill with lambda legal’s kenneth upton, Jr.
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ubs WealTH 
managemenT ameRiCas
is a pRoud naTional 
CoRpoRaTe sponsoR oF 
lambda legal.  

UBS WMA is pleased to 
strengthen our ties within the 
LGBT community by forging 
this strong alliance with 
Lambda Legal. As part of our 
ongoing commitment, we also 
announce the Domestic Partner 
Seminar Series presented by 
UBS Financial Advisors and 
partnering legal experts. This 
important series provides 
financial planning advice and 
legal education for the specific 
and unique needs of the LGBT 
community, from domestic 
partnerships to marriage to 
adoptions. We look forward 
to continuing to be a relevant 
partner and to making a 
positive impact in the LGBT 
community. www.ubs.com/fs

ameRiCan aiRlines is 
THe oFFiCial aiRline  
oF lambda legal. 

As a Lambda Legal member, 
you can help and support 
Lambda Legal every time you 
travel on American Airlines, 
at no cost to you! It is very 
simple. When booking on 
www.AA.com/rainbow, simply 
enter 541544 at the bottom 
of the Enter Passenger Details 
section, in the field for Business 
ExtrAA Account Number.to learN More aBout the case, 

visit 
www.lambdalegal.org/friedlander

lambda legal plaintiff liza Friedlander

 
a sampling of comments from our facebook fans

re: sizzler (see “Bias Brunch,” this page) 
dorian Johnson: thank you, Lambda, for being 
there when people need help! What a shame 
that we live in a world where this still happens. i 
am sick to my stomach hearing this!

re: esquivel (see page 12) 
Heather stambaugh: how sad that saving the 
life of a human being has to come to a lawsuit. i 
know you’ll fight hard for alec and others in his 
situation. thank you!

re: gay-straight alliaNces iN schools 
deshaun kanyesus kutakenté-Jones: once 
again i see people are teaching their children 
to hate and fear what is “different” than them. 
sadly. in this country, homosexuals are the group 
that is oK to discriminate against.

what you’re 
sayiNg»

ohio 

custody 
Battle eNds iN 
disappoiNtMeNt
In a frustrating conclusion to a long and arduous 
legal fight, the Ohio Supreme Court denied a 
lesbian mother custody of her child. The court 
ruled 4-3 in favor of the child’s biological mother,  
closing the case after more than three years. 

Michelle Hobbs and Kelly Mullen were in 
a committed relationship for five years before 
deciding to have a child together. When their 
relationship ended Mullen, the biological mother, 
refused Hobbs any contact with her daughter. A 
magistrate judge granted Hobbs joint custody, 
a trial court and an intermediate appellate court 
reversed, and the Ohio Supreme Court affirmed the 
reversal. The decision was particularly frustrating 
because the Ohio Supreme Court affirmed Ohio 
law protecting the relationship between children 
and non-biological parents, but ruled against Hobbs 
based on the particular facts of her case.

“This decision is a tragedy for the child, above all 
else,” said Christopher Clark, Senior Staff Attorney 
for Lambda Legal’s Midwest Regional Office in 
Chicago. “All Ohio families should be alarmed by 
this, as a child with a non-biological parent could 
be taken from their mom or dad in the event of  
a separation.” 

neW YorK 

Bias BruNch
What was supposed to be a pleasant weekend 
gathering turned into a terrifying ordeal. Liza 
Friedlander and two friends went into a Sizzler 
restaurant in Forest Hills, Queens, for the breakfast 
buffet. As she made her way back to their table, 
the manager aggressively approached her and 
began screaming at her in front of other patrons, 
accusing her of not paying for her meal. He pushed 
Friedlander and kicked her in the legs while calling 
her a “fucking dyke” and yelling for her to get out. 

Other diners started shouting homophobic  
and hate-filled epithets at Friedlander. One man 
called her a “he-she freak.” Another threatened to 
drag her outside and sexually assault her to show 
her “what a dick is.” Finally, police arrived, and a 
battered Friedlander was rushed to a hospital in an 
ambulance.

In July, Lambda Legal filed a lawsuit on 
Friedlander’s behalf against Waroge Met, Ltd., 
which owns and operates the Sizzler. The suit 
argues that the firm violated City and State 
human rights laws because Friedlander was 
attacked and discriminated against based on her 
actual or perceived sexual orientation, gender 
identity or expression, and sex, in a place of 
public accommodation. This case is the first test 
of the 2010 bias crime law, which seeks to hold 
individuals accountable for anti-LGBT violence 
and intimidation.

“Just because I don’t appear to be the Sizzler 
manager’s idea of what a woman should look like 
doesn’t mean that gives him permission to attack 
me and allow other customers to join in,” says 
Friedlander. “My friends and I went in for Saturday 
brunch just like everyone else in the restaurant that 
day, but it turned into a nightmare. No one should 
have to go through that.”

www.lambdalegal.org
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q my daughter is in high school 
and recently came out. she’s 

been experiencing harassment from 
her classmates, and i’m worried this 
will affect her health and schoolwork. 
What can i do to help her?

a While your daughter deserves to feel 
safe and respected at school, it’s a 

distressing fact that 80 percent of lesbian, 
gay, bisexual or transgender (LGBT) students 
report having been harassed within the past 
year. Harassment and violence have terrible 
consequences: academic performance is often 
compromised, and LGBT students who are 
subjected to discrimination are at higher risk 
for depression and suicide. Here are some steps 
you can take to help your child:

Support Your Child: It’s critical for LGBT 
children to know that their families love and 
support them. Despite misperceptions, LGBT 
people do not choose their sexual orientation 
and gender identity, and those characteristics 
have nothing to do with a person’s worth. 
Parents can also get support from organizations 
like PFLAG (202-467-8180; pflag.org).

Know Your Child’s Rights: The U.S. Constitution 
guarantees all people—including your LGBT 
child—equal protection under the law, and 
state constitutions contain similar protections. 
In some states, schools are required to have 
nondiscrimination policies that include sexual 
orientation and gender identity/expression. But 
even if your state does not, local city ordinances 
and school district policies may do so. Lambda 

Legal has successfully gotten courts to agree that 
school-based discrimination against LGBT youth 
is legally unacceptable. If you have any questions 
about your child’s rights, contact Lambda Legal at 
866-542-8336 or visit www.lambdalegal.org/help.

Take Action: There are a number of actions you 
can take to make sure your child is safe. 

•  Create a safety plan with your child, which may 
include finding a safer way to get to and from 
school, arranging for someone to accompany 
your child and/or providing your child with 
access to a cell phone. 

•  Keep a written record about problems. Include 
dates, details about what happened, the people 
who were involved, where and when the 
incident took place, and whether there were 
any witnesses.

•  Report all harassment and abuse to the school 
principal as promptly as possible. Counselors 
and teachers you can trust may be helpful, but 
they generally are not legally required to take 
action to the same extent as the principal. 

•  Put your reports and complaints in writing, 
and keep copies of all documents you send  
and receive. 

•  If you find that filing a complaint does not 
improve your child’s situation, call Lambda 
Legal’s Help Desk at 866-542-8336. 

•  If your child experiences serious threats or 
physical assault, contact your local police. 

•  Beyond the support you provide your child, 
consider meeting with school faculty, staff 
and parents to discuss issues like safety, 
nondiscrimination and inclusive curricula. 

—Iván Espinoza-Madrigal, Staff Attorney

discover how you caN create 
a safe, NurturiNg school 
eNviroNMeNt for lgBt studeNts:  
www.lambdalegal.org/osr

ask
lambda legal
our attorneys field your questions on the issues that matter to you most.

EighTY pERCEnT  
OF LGBT STUDENTS 

REPORT HAVING BEEN 
hARASSEd WITHIN  

THE PAST YEAR.

out, safe anD respeCteD
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as a civil rights lawyer, every case I work on reminds me of this poem 
by the German poet and playwright Berthold Brecht (1898–1956).  
The poem, which I first came across in one of my literature classes 

in college, asks us to think about who really bore the cost of building the 
wonders of the world, like the great pyramids of Egypt. Brecht challenges us to 
respect the inherent dignity and worth of every person, even the humblest and 
poorest. In his view, the benefits of our society should be made accessible to 
everyone. This basic concept—that every person is endowed with inalienable 
basic human rights—is the idea that drew me into law and civil rights work, 
along with my personal experience as a Latino immigrant, and the obstacles 
and struggles that my family faced when we arrived in this country. 

Law is a powerful tool and can be leveraged to change the lives of a large 
number of people and to bring about meaningful social change. Many of the 
rights we enjoy today come from court cases, including the desegregation of 
schools in Brown v. Board of Education and the right to sexual privacy secured 
through Lawrence v. Texas. At times, it seems that elements in our society are 
testing how far—and for how long—they can keep human dignity and justice 
at bay. Just a year ago, Arizona enacted its anti-immigrant law, SB 1070, to 
keep people under a constant state of police and immigration surveillance, 
and to bar undocumented immigrants from the state. To defeat this civil rights 
threat, I worked with the Mexican American Legal Defense and Educational 
Fund (MALDEF) to challenge Arizona’s immigration law. SB 1070—like 
Proposition 8 in California, which bans marriage between same-sex couples—
deprives people of equal access to opportunities and benefits. These laws, born 
out of ignorance, work together to stigmatize and marginalize our community. 
Taken as a whole, anti-immigrant and anti-LGBT laws, in-tandem, render all 
of us second-class citizens: They aim to disenfranchise and silence us.

Recognizing that the struggle for immigrants’ rights and LGBT rights faces 
similar attacks and enemies, at Lambda Legal, I am developing an initiative on 
behalf of LGBT people of color, LGBT immigrants, and low-income LGBT 
communities. This work will address the legal needs of LGBT and HIV-
affected people who identify across intersecting lines of race, ethnicity and 
low-income status through litigation, policy advocacy and public education. 

For example, Lambda Legal is opposing the application of the so-called 
Defense of Marriage Act (DOMA) in the immigration context. As part of this 
work, we recently submitted filed a friend-of-the-court brief in a high-profile 
immigration case, Matter of Alcota, arguing that immigration officials should 

put deportation proceedings on hold until DOMA is repealed or declared 
unconstitutional. This work is designed to chip away at DOMA. 

We are also urging the U.S. Department of Homeland Security (DHS) 
to respect the civil rights of LGBT individuals and people with HIV in 
immigration detention facilities. As a result of my advocacy work, I was invited 
to present on LGBT immigration detention issues at a congressional briefing. 
I joined Lambda Legal because I believe that we—LGBT people, immigrants, 
people of color and low-income persons—can work together to build a united 
front and concerted effort to protect and promote our civil rights. Together, we 
can forge a new, modern definition of American citizenship and society which 
recognizes the inherent dignity and worth of every person. Of course, we have 
a lot of work ahead of us. Laws like Proposition 8 and SB 1070 are still being 
considered, debated and enacted. I see these challenges as an open door for us 
to use our passion, our vision and the law to help bring forth social change and 
access to justice for all. 

Justice at work
By iván espinoza-Madrigal, staff attorney

iván espinoza-Madrigal is dedicated to civil rights.

Who built the seven gates of Thebes?
The books are filled with names of kings.
Was it the kings who hauled the craggy blocks of stone?
—from the poem “A Worker Reads History” by Berthold Brecht
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When new Jersey passed a civil union law in 2006, lesbian and gay couples were told their unions would be equal 
to marriage. they aren’t. Meet the brave families fighting for marriage equality in the Garden state.
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seeking equality:
family portraits
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ambda Legal is once again fighting for justice in the New Jersey courts. In 2002, Lambda Legal represented seven 
Garden State couples in the fight for marriage equality. Four years later the case reached the state’s high court, which 
ruled unanimously that same-sex couples must be provided all the benefits and responsibilities of marriage, and gave 
the state legislature 180 days to provide equality. The legislature hastily passed a civil union law in December 2006 
and began issuing civil union licenses to lesbian and gay couples in February 2007.

However, civil unions are a broken promise. In December 2008 the Civil Union Review Commission, created by the 
legislature itself, issued a report showing the many ways civil unions failed to bring equality to gay couples. Legislative 

efforts followed, and Lambda Legal plaintiffs were among those who testified on behalf of a subsequent marriage equality bill, which 
New Jersey legislators failed to pass. In 2010, Lambda Legal filed to reactivate the 2002 case, but the New Jersey Supreme Court wanted 
development of more of a record. This summer we launched our current suit, led by Deputy Legal Director Hayley Gorenberg, on behalf 
of seven same-sex couples and their children as well as Garden State Equality. Relegating same-sex couples to an inferior civil union status 
violates both the New Jersey and the federal Constitutions. It also, as our plaintiffs share here, harms families and children.

l
 erica Bradshaw, actor, and 

tevoNda Bradshaw, disability 
analyst, both 36, North PlaiNfield, NJ

In April 2011, Tevonda Bradshaw went into labor. 
The love of her life, Erica Bradshaw, rushed with her 
to the hospital for the birth of the couple’s first child. 
As Tevonda’s civil union partner, Erica was entitled to 
be at Tevonda’s side and be recognized as their son’s 
parent. However, hospital officials told Erica she had to 
go home to retrieve Tevonda’s wallet and identification 
(forgotten in the excitement of labor), rather than 
recognizing Erica as Tevonda’s civil union partner and 
mother of their baby. “That was the first time it hit me 
smack-dab in the chest,” Erica said. “‘Whoa, [a civil 
union] is not the same as marriage.’” Fearing that their 
relationship would not be recognized, Erica undertook 
a second-parent adoption of their son, Teverico, during 
which she was investigated and fingerprinted “like a 
criminal,” she recalled. To shore up their civil union 
status, Tevonda and Erica have spent a significant sum 

on additional legal documentation 
in the event of an accident or other 
unforeseen circumstances. Still, their 
fears have not gone away. “We have 
our civil union license, we have all 
the right paperwork, we’ve done 
everything right,” Erica says. “And 
still, who do you send home when 
their spouse is in labor?

“that was the first tiMe it hit Me 
sMack-daB iN the chest, ‘whoa,  
this is Not the saMe as Marriage.’”

Cover storY



 JohN graNt, ForMer controller at a 
non-proFit, and daNNy weiss, iMMigration 
lawyer, both 46, asbury Park, NJ

In October 2010, John Grant was crossing a street in 
New York City when he was hit by a car, shattering his 
skull. John’s partner of four years, Danny Weiss, rushed 
to the hospital to be with him. There, doctors told Danny 
they weren’t sure whether John would live, and they and 
hospital officials did not recognize John and Danny’s civil 
union, at one point demanding that a blood relative come 
instead of Danny. “No one was interested in our civil 
union certificate,” Danny said. “It was a worthless 
piece of paper, because no one understood it.” After 
John survived the accident, the couple decided 
to wed in Connecticut, even though New Jersey 
considers their marriage a civil union. The additional 
shock and distress of that fateful night might never 
have happened if Danny and John had been simply 
allowed to say they were married.

“No oNe was iNterested iN our 
civil uNioN certificate. No oNe 
uNderstood it.”

 Marcye NicholsoN-McfaddeN, 47, 
and kareN NicholsoN-McfaddeN, 
45, partners in their own executive 
recruitMent FirM, aberdeeN, NJ 

Marcye and Karen Nicholson-McFadden are veterans in the 
fight for marriage equality in New Jersey, having participated 
in Lambda Legal’s 2002 lawsuit in the state. Together for 21 
years, they started a business together, which they run out of 
their home, and are raising a son, Kasey, and a daughter, Maya. 
Kasey, who testified before a state senate committee hearing on 
marriage equality when he was 10, sums up his moms’ inability 
to marry this way: “It feels like my family is seen as less than 
my friends’ families. It would be a lot simpler for everyone—
and easier for my friends to understand—if my parents had the 
benefit of marriage.”

 eleNa quiNoNes, 33, bank eMployee, and liz quiNoNes, 45, 
caMpus security sergeant, PhilliPsburg, NJ.

Elena Quinones and Liz Quinones have been together for nine years and are raising four 
children: Desiree, 17; Justine, 15; Patrick, 12 and Eli, 2. They got engaged in Puerto Rico 
in 2006 and entered a civil union in February 2007, on a day filled with hope in the new 
system. Since then, they’ve found that the reality of civil union status has not lived up to 
the promise, having had to spend time and money drafting legal documents to further 
protect their relationship. They carry papers, such as proof of adoption and their civil union 
license, wherever they go, fearing their relationship won’t be recognized. “It seems like we 

have to take extra 
steps to protect 
ourselves,” says 
Liz. “Because even 
if the law says one 
thing, you never 
know who you are 
going to meet on 
any given day.”

“eveN if the law says oNe thiNg, 
you Never kNow who you are 
goiNg to Meet oN aNy giveN day.”

www.lambdalegal.org 9
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staNdiNg with NJ
wheN laMBda 
legal aNNouNced 
its New Jersey 
case, letters of 
support, via our 
weBsite, poured 
iN froM across 
the state, the 
couNtry aNd  
the gloBe.

“when my husband of 13 
years passed away in 2005, 
i didn’t even have the right 
to decide what happened to 
his body or be listed in his 
obituary. Fight guys, fight 
hard and never give up. our 
love is just as real and valid.”  
—David Salsbury, Salisbury, NC

“greetings John & danny—
and to all who are taking part 
in this fight for equality. it 
was a heartening start to our 
day in sydney to watch your 
video. know that you have 
our support, be it from afar.” 
—Matthew & Ayumu,  
Sydney, Australia

“we’re behind you, alongside 
you, and all around you in your 
fight! we also have a civil union 
... but are waiting for the day 
that we can stand toe to toe 
with all married couples!” 
—Phyl and Ilene

 ciNdy MeNeghiN, 
web services director, 
and MaureeN kiliaN, 
church adMinistrator, 
both 53, butler, NJ

Cindy Meneghin and Maureen 
Kilian have always said that 
they hope to get married before 
their children—Josh, 18, and 
Sarah, 16—do. But what began 
as a joke may become reality as 
Josh and Sarah grow older and 
their parents, who started out 
as high school sweethearts, are 
still denied the right to marry. 
Cindy and Maureen, who also 
stood up for marriage equality 
in Lambda Legal’s 2002 suit 
against New Jersey, experienced 
firsthand the shortcomings of 
civil unions when Cindy landed 
in the emergency room with 
appendicitis. Hospital staff didn’t 
understand what Maureen meant 
when she said she was Cindy’s 
civil union partner. “How many 
years have we been in this civil 
union hell in New Jersey?” Cindy 
said. “They say, ‘It’s just a matter 
of everyone getting used to it.’ 
I don’t think so. When we say 
we’re in a civil union, everyone 
says, ‘Is that like marriage?’ It’s  
marriage light.”

“how MaNy years have we BeeN iN this 
civil uNioN hell? they say, ‘it’s Just a 
Matter of everyoNe gettiNg used to it.’  
i doN’t thiNk so.”



gardeN 
state 
equality
Founded in 2004, garden 
state equality is new Jersey’s 
largest lgbt civil rights 
organization. it organizes 
grassroots activism as well as 
public education, which have 
been instrumental in the 
passage of laws protecting 
lgbt new Jerseyans. among 
its many notable campaigns, 
garden state equality 
successfully advocated for 
justice for late police officer 
laurel hester, whose partner 
was denied death benefits 
(their story was the subject of 
an academy award-winning 
documentary, freeheld); 
transgender teacher lily 
Mcbeth, whose school 
district tried to bar her 
from the classroom; andre 
Jackson, whose high school 
tried to remove a yearbook 
photo showing him kissing his 
boyfriend; and bob angelini, 
a high school theater director 
who encountered resistance 
in producing the laramie 
Project. thoroughly familiar 
with the myriad harms 
which the denial of marriage 
equality causes to same-sex 
couples and their children as 
well as lgbt youth, garden 
state equality is proud to 
join lambda legal’s suit as a 
plaintiff. to learn more, visit 
www.gardenstateequality.org

 Marsha shapiro, 
therapist, 56, and louise 
walpiN, nurse, 57, 
MoNMouth JuNctioN, NJ

Marsha and Louise have been 
together for 22 years, raising four 
children. Two of their sons—
Scott and Aaron—were born with 
disabilities, and in 2008, Aaron 
died just short of his 21st birthday. 
“Even at the funeral home, we had 
to explain we were civil unioned 
and what that meant,” Marsha said. 
Compounding the pain of this loss was the enormous debt the family took on to pay for their sons’ care. After civil 
unions went into effect, while searching for a new job, Louise had to ask every potential employer if it offered civil union 
benefits—in effect, outing herself to complete strangers. Although the health care plan offered by Louise’s employer 
covers her whole family, it is only available on a year-to-year basis, and the family remains uncertain about their ability 
to pay their bills in the future. “No parent should ever, ever endure burying their child,” Marsha said. “Yet, not only did 
our relationship survive, we grow stronger and stronger. If this isn’t a marriage, what is?”

“we Believed the state of New 
Jersey wheN it said that a civil 
uNioN was goiNg to Be the 
exact saMe thiNg as Marriage. 
it’s Not. it’s Not eveN close.” 

 keith heiMaNN, 52, 
assistant proFessor at a 
coMMunity college, and toM 
davidsoN, 49, visual designer, 
shrewsbury, NJ

Keith Heimann and Tom Davidson have been 
together for almost 25 years, registering as 
domestic partners and eventually entering into a 
civil union. Though they married in California, 
in their home state of New Jersey, their bond 
holds the lesser status of a civil union. Keith and 
Tom adopted two girls from China, Grace and 
Marie. Because the state of New Jersey provides 
health benefits to families of state employees, 
including civil union partners, Keith was able 
to provide health coverage to Tom and their 
children through his job. However, during a 
state-wide audit of state employee insurance 
beneficiaries, the contractor demanded to see 
Keith and Tom’s marriage certificate. Because 
their marriage was only considered a civil union 
in New Jersey, Tom and their daughters were 
removed from Keith’s health coverage. Fear 
gripped the couple when Marie fell off a chair 
in their back yard and hit her head. “The first 
thing that flashed through my mind was: We don’t have health insurance,” Keith said. 
The policy was reinstated after months of emails, letter-writing, and even pleading by 

their state legislator. The entire ordeal would never  
have occurred if Keith and Tom were able to marry in 
their home state. “We believed the state of New Jersey 
when it said that a civil union was going to be the exact 
same thing as marriage,” Keith said. “It’s not. It’s not  
even close.” 

for More iNforMatioN about taking 
legal steps to protect yourselF, your 
partner and your FaMily—whatever 
your relationship status—visit  
www.lambdalegal.org/take-the-power

www.lambdalegal.org 11
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THe TYpes oF HealTH CaRe  
associated with gender transition have too often 
been misunderstood as cosmetic, experimental or 
simply unnecessary. Because of this misconception, 
transgender people face widespread discrimination 
in accessing vital health care by the majority 
of public and private insurance companies  
and employers. 

The medical community has had consensus for 
years that transition-related health care, including 
hormone therapy and sex reassignment surgery, 
is medically necessary for many transgender 
people. Even the American Medical Association 
in 2008 issued a resolution calling upon private 
and public health insurance companies to remove 
discriminatory exclusions of care for transition-

related health care. In spite of the support by the 
medical community and the growing trend by 
some large, LGBT-friendly businesses to provide 
trans-inclusive insurance for a perfect score on 
the revised Human Rights Campaign’s Corporate 

Equality Index, we still have a long way to go. 
Lambda Legal has prioritized transgender health 
care as an important area of work and is tackling 
this critical issue through our litigation, policy 
work and public education.

In June, we filed a case on behalf of Alec 
Esquivel, a 42-year-old law clerk for the Oregon 
Court of Appeals. Although Alec was assigned the 
sex of female at birth, he has a strong, consistent 
and deeply-rooted male gender identity. In 2001, 

Alec was diagnosed 
with Gender Identity 
Disorder (GID), and 
began taking steps in 
accordance with the 
World Professional 

Association for Transgender Health Standards of 
Care to bring his body into alignment with his 
gender identity. In 2010, Alec’s doctor informed 
him that a hysterectomy was medically indicated 

transGenDer riGhts

Necessary care

Medical care should be left in the hands of  
doctors, not legislators who may be acting 
based on bias and misinformation.

Lambda Legal’s recently launched lawsuit in oregon and a victory in Wisconsin illustrate why we’re fighting for 
transition-related care. By transgender rights attorney m. dru levasseur

dowNload this 
Find ouT moRe abouT TRansgendeR RigHTs

the movement toward a more equitable future for transgender health care starts with education. Lambda Legal’s new 

Transgender Rights Toolkit fact sheet, “transition-related health Care,” explains the medical community’s current framework 

for understanding transition-related care as medically necessary and gives an overview of how Lambda Legal and other 

advocates are applying this in the legal domain to challenge denial of such care as discriminatory. it also highlights the ways 

that private industry and municipal governments have begun to follow the medical mainstream by dropping barriers to 

health care for transgender people and setting standards for a more equitable future. 

to order a copy of the guide, go to www.lambdalegal.org/trans-toolkit
www.lambdalegal.org

TRANSGENDER RIGHTS TOOLKIT: A LEGAL GUIDE FOR TRANS PEOPLE AND THEIR ADVOCATES 

TRANSITION-RELATED 
HEALTH CARE 

The kinds of health care associated with gender transition have too of-
ten been misunderstood as cosmetic, experimental or simply unneces-
sary. Yet there is mainstream medical consensus that hormone therapy 
and sex reassignment surgery (SRS) are medically necessary for many 
transgender people. It’s quite clear now that a person’s gender iden-
tity—one’s inner sense of being male or female—is deep seated and 
cannot be changed, and therefore that this transition-related care can 
be crucial.

Transgender advocates such as Lambda Legal have seen the courts come 
a long way on this issue in recent years, citing decades of medical data 
to find  in more and more cases that it’s discriminatory not to provide 
transition-related health care as readily as other medically necessary 
treatment.

The problem is that most public and private insurance companies are 
still behind the times. Many cite cost, even though that hasn’t turned 
out to be an issue at all for the growing number of employers now cov-
ering transition-related health care. Often the real hesitation is based on 
a mixture of anti-transgender prejudice and ideas about such care that 
are out of sync with modern medical thinking. 

The language used by doctors and the courts in this area can be frustrat-
ing, because it generally relies on technical terms such as Gender Identi-
ty Disorder (GID), a mental health diagnosis that describes the extreme 
distress some people feel when their bodies don’t match their gender 
identity. Some people feel that this diagnosis unnecessarily stigmatizes 
transgender people and encourages mistreatment of them. Whatever 
term is used, however, it is not fair for health care policies to have differ-
ent standards for treating transgender people who have medical needs 
associated with transition than for someone, for instance, with diabetes 

who needs vital care, especially when that means rejecting an individual 
assessment by a physician who finds the treatment to be medically nec-
essary for the transgender person.

This fact sheet explains the medical community’s current framework for 
understanding transition-related care as medically necessary and how 
it is being applied in the legal domain to challenge denial of such care 
as discriminatory. Also highlighted are ways that private industry and 
municipal government have begun to follow the medical mainstream 
by dropping barriers to health care for transgender people and setting 
standards for a more equitable future. 

MY STORY I PUT MY SRS ON A CREDIT CARD
Roman Rimer, 29

“My insurance company said they would cover 70 percent of a double mastectomy if there 
was a history of breast cancer--which was the case--but not for sex reassignment. I got a letter 
in the mail, saying, ‘We don’t cover this.’ 

”I just let it go, because I didn’t have it in me to argue with them. I just put it on my credit 
card. It’s going to take years to pay it off. But I’m much happier doing that than not having 
the surgery done at all.”

Continued on page 18
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alec esquivel (left), denied health care coverage, faces reporters with levasseur at the launch of lambda legal’s suit on his behalf. 
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anaLYsis

a delicate Balance

passage oF neW YoRk’s maRRiage 
law brought much reason to rejoice. Yet some 
of the spotlight on this victory went to those 
arguing for an array of religious exemptions as 
a condition for marriage equality for same-sex 
couples. The debate over religious exemptions 
plunges into the roiling cross-currents of the 
fight for marriage equality for same-sex couples, 
strongly held religious convictions, anti-LGBT 
prejudices and old-fashioned politics. In reality, 
however, claims that religious freedoms will be 
trampled by giving same-sex couples the freedom 
to marry are misguided and serve only to divert 
focus from what is truly at stake—ensuring that 
same-sex couples have access to the enormous 
web of protections for their families that come 
only with civil marriage. Let’s cut through the 
myths clouding this subject.

First, those who support government 
recognition of same-sex relationships are not, as 
some opposition has held, motivated by hostility 
to religion. Many people of faith, congregations 
and clergy embrace the right to marry for same-
sex couples. Proponents of marriage equality 
understand that state-conferred civil marriage 
rights are separate from religiously-sanctioned 
unions, and aim solely to eliminate the severe 
harms inflicted on lesbian, gay and bisexual 
individuals when they’re deprived the freedom to 
enter into civil marriage. For example, a majority 
of New York Catholics surveyed in a recent poll 
support the right of same-sex couples to marry, 
and Governor Andrew Cuomo, raised Catholic, 
led the effort in Albany to pass the Marriage 
Equality Act.

Second, with or without an explicit religious 
exemption written into a marriage bill, without 
a doubt no religious clergyperson would 
be required to participate in civil marriage 
ceremonies inconsistent with his or her religious 
beliefs. Settled First Amendment protections 
already ensure freedom of religious choice for 
clergy and religious institutions, and prevent state 
and federal government from intruding into a 
faith’s determination of who is eligible to marry. 

Third, marriage opponents cite a handful of 
conflicts between those with antigay religious 
beliefs and same-sex couples as a reason to deny 
marriage rights altogether or condition rights on 
a broad array of religious exemptions. In fact, the 
examples they cite have little or nothing to do with 
marriage. Instead, opponents point to examples 
of businesses and organizations attempting to 
decline services to unmarried same-sex couples in 
violation of laws generally barring discrimination 
based on sexual orientation. Enactment of a law 
permitting same-sex couples to marry does not 
change the outcome in these cases.

Fourth, many non-discrimination laws 
enacted in states and locales already provide 
exemptions for religious and certain other 
organizations, allowing them to refuse 
membership or services. These exemptions may 
likewise apply in the context of marriage rights for 
same-sex couples, allowing religious organizations 
with religious objections to decline participation 
in marriage ceremonies, celebrations and related 
services. 

Fifth, many of the religious exemptions 
written into marriage equality laws simply 

religious exemptions have become common in laws opening marriage to same-sex couples. here, we unpack the myths 
advanced by opponents of our equality. By Director of Constitutional Litigation and senior Counsel susan sommer

Continued on page 18

tk

  While new York state provides civil 
marriage licenses to same-sex couples, 
religious organizations remain free to 
decide whether to participate in their 
marriage ceremonies. here, nevin 
Cohen and daniel Hernandez, plaintiffs 
from Lambda Legal’s suit Hernandez v. 
Robles, hold their long-sought marriage 
license at the new York City Clerk’s 
office.
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TWenTY YeaRs ago, “Bon” 
Foster, the late civil rights activist 
and attorney, died of AIDS at 
the age of 36. His life was short, 
but his passion, commitment and 
generosity were unforgettable to 
those who knew him.

Tina Tchen, chief of staff to 
First Lady Michelle Obama, spoke 
about him at Lambda Legal’s annual 
Bon Foster Civil Rights Celebration 
in April 2010. “Bon was fiercely 
demanding and wickedly funny,” 
said Tchen, who met him in 
1978, when they worked together 
at the State’s Bureau of Budget 
in Springfield, Illinois. “Bon was 
always committed to equal justice, 
to the entire community being able 
to be who they are, to live out their  
full potential.”

After graduating first in his 
class at Northwestern University 
School of Law in 1987, Foster 
became a law clerk to U.S. District 
Judge Milton I. Shadur in Chicago. 
Later, he was a litigation associate 
at the Chicago firms of Jenner & 
Block and Schiff Hardin & Waite. 

While at Northwestern, Foster 
became active in the gay and lesbian student organization. Seeing that 
Chicago still had no organization of legal professionals within its LGBT 
community, despite the city’s high number of lawyers and the fact that 
other cities had such groups, Foster became the prime mover in bringing 
together a core group of attorneys and law students to found the Lesbian 
and Gay Bar Association of Chicago.

Throughout law school and his legal career, Foster was unfailingly 
candid and unapologetic about being gay. His forthright nature and proud 
stance served as a model to many, encouraging lawyers and other lesbian 
and gay persons to lead open lives. His personal strength and integrity, as 
well as the respect and love of his family, friends, and colleagues, helped to 
sustain Foster during his year-long and unrelenting battle against AIDS.

He challenged others to demand the best of themselves, just as he did  

 
of himself. “It was so like Bon to not only bequest the money to start the 
Midwest office of Lambda [Legal]—and to say, ‘If you don’t do that, you 
can’t have the money,’” said Tchen.

Through his bequest to Lambda Legal, the Midwest Regional Office 
(MRO) was opened in Chicago in 1993. The MRO has played an integral 
role in Lambda Legal’s national strategy and has helped expand its national 
presence. Some of the organization’s greatest achievements, including 
Varnum v. Brien, the historic lawsuit which brought marriage equality to 
Iowa—the first such victory in the Midwest—were led out of the Midwest 
Regional Office.

“He would be so proud of you,” Tchen said of Lambda Legal. “Change  
is what Bon was committed to, and change is what Lambda Legal is  
dedicated to.” 

remembering  
robert Bonvouloir foster
(1955–1991)

Donor spotLiGht

the generosity of this Chicago pioneer led to the founding of Lambda Legal’s Midwest regional office.

Foster (left) with his maternal grandmother, nancy bonvouloir

“BoN was fiercely deMaNdiNg 
aNd wickedly fuNNy.”  
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tWo WaYs to Give BaCK 

We’re looking for 365 people to join our monthly 
giving program, the Justice Fund, during our  

365 for 365 Campaign! With your pledge of $1 or $2 
per day ($30.42 or $60.84 per month)—or more—you are 
making a commitment to equality every day.

To become a Justice Fund member, fill out the 
information below and mail it back using the enclosed  
envelope, or visit www.lambdalegal.org/365for365. 

Check the amount you want to give each month, complete the form and we’ll take care of the rest!

 $30.42      $60.84      $91.26        Other $______

 I have made a Justice Fund monthly contribution of at least $30.42, please send me the Lambda Legal 
travel mug.***

I prefer to charge my:  MasterCard           Visa          American Express          Discover

name on card   credit card number      exp. date*           security code**

billing address

signature      daytime number
 
* information required to make gift by credit card. We won’t be able to process your gift if not complete.
** VISA/MC/Discover - 3 digit on the back of card: AmEx - 4 digits on front of card.   
***Lambda Legal travel mug is available with Justice Fund (monthly giving) memberships at the $30.42 level or more. Mug will be mailed after the second 
consecutive month of Justice Fund membership. Please allow 2 to 4 weeks for delivery. While supplies last. 

Lambda Legal | 120 Wall Street, 19th Floor | New York, NY 10005

The 
Justice
Fund

IM11FALJ

Twenty-one years ago, Saul Kaplan joined a handful of Lambda Legal supporters to become the founding members of the Liberty 
Circle, a group dedicated to making annual significant investments in Lambda Legal’s work. With personal giving and through the 
foundation he founded in 1994, the Calamus Foundation, Saul maintained his membership until his death in 2004.

In honor of Saul’s remarkable legacy, the Calamus Foundation has once again—for the second year in a row—issued a challenge 
grant to help Lambda Legal increase the number of supporters at the Liberty Circle level. The Calamus Foundation will fulfill a $30,000 
pledge if we are able to find 30 new individuals to join Liberty Circle with a commitment 
of $1,500 or more by October 31: the 30 for $30,000 Calamus Challenge Grant. 

Your Liberty Circle gift will be worth $1,000 more for the next few 
weeks. There has never been a better time to make an investment in equality.  
visit www.lambdalegal.org/investment-in-equality.

“by promoting community challenge grants, the Calamus Foundation has successfully used 

our funds in a manner that increases awareness and encourages individual philanthropy. 

This philosophy continues the philanthropic vision of our founder saul kaplan and leaves 

organizations like lambda legal with something more than just a check — they are left with 

a pool of new and engaged supporters, the most valuable asset of any organization.”

—Louis Bradbury, Calamus foundation Board president

proMotiNg philaNthropy. 
proMotiNg equality.

30  
c a l a M u s  c h a l l e N g e  g r a N t

for  $30,000  

www.lambdalegal.org
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how did you come to work at  
lambda legal?

I had gone to law school with the intention of 
doing public interest work someday, but one 
thing led to another along the way, and I first 
found myself a partner at a New York City law 
firm. Then I had children, and I felt more strongly 
than ever that I should use my law degree and 
training to help make our country a better place 
for new generations (corny, but true). I heard 
about a job opening at Lambda Legal from my 
law school classmate, and I jumped on it.

what is your role at lambda legal?

My title is a bit of a mouthful: Director of 
Constitutional Litigation and Senior Counsel. I 
litigate an array of impact cases, supervise Lambda 
Legal lawyers and engage in the public education 
and advocacy that are other important aspects of 
our work. I’ve also supervised our Youth in Out-
of-Home Care project since its inception. 

what have been the highlights of your work 
since you arrived here? or, what have you 

been especially proud of?

There’s so much to be proud of about Lambda 
Legal’s work. Some particular stand-outs for 
me personally include being a member of the 
Lawrence v. Texas Supreme Court team; arguing 
in appellate courts in New York and elsewhere to 
set new precedents; getting to know courageous, 
inspiring and just plain nice LGBT clients who 
have stood up against injustice; and celebrating 
the successes of my Lambda Legal colleagues. 

It was especially sweet to see couples we had 
represented marrying in New York a few weeks 
ago. This is so much more than just a job. I feel 
incredibly fortunate to be able to work for a cause 
I know is just, and at work that never ceases to be 
interesting. Not every lawyer can say that. 

is there anything that the lambda legal 
community might be surprised to learn 
about you?

Yes, and I won’t be the one to tell!

what do you do to unwind when you’re not 
at work?

I’ve been trying to stave off a mid-life crisis 
by spending more time running. I’ve made it 
to half-marathons, thanks to a Lambda Legal 
colleague who has been coaching me and doesn’t 
accept age as an excuse. But I do think mid-life 
will keep me from going any further. I also read 
a lot, including books on my iPod while I run. 
And I have a terrific spouse and kids, and two  
nutty dogs.

MEET OUR LAWYERS 

susaN soMMer 
DireCtor of ConstitutionaL LitiGation anD senior CounseL

to treat his GID and to prevent other health 
risks, including a serious risk of ovarian and 
uterine cancer. When Alec submitted a request 
for health insurance coverage to the State’s self-
funded plan, he received a denial letter citing the 
plan’s categorical exclusion for all services related 
to a “sex-change operation.” Oregon law prohibits 
discrimination in employment on the basis of 
gender identity. The procedure Alec requested is 
routinely covered for other plan participants. The 
only factor that distinguished him from others who 
receive this coverage is that he was denied the care 
based on his gender identity. 

After representing Alec in an internal and 
administrative appeal, Lambda Legal filed on 

his behalf in Oregon state court arguing that the 
State’s plan discriminates on the basis of gender 
identity in violation of Oregon’s Equality Act. This 
case is significant because it is the first to apply a 
state nondiscrimination law to discrimination 
on the basis of gender identity in health  
insurance coverage. 

Also contributing to the growing movement  
to understand transition-related health care as 
medically necessary is our recent victory in Fields 
v. Smith, which set a ground-breaking legal 
precedent for incarcerated transgender people 
seeking care in the hands of the government. In 
this case, Lambda Legal and the ACLU challenged 
the constitutionality of a 2005 Wisconsin state 
law—“the Inmate Sex-Change Prevention Act” 

—which barred transition-related health care for 
transgender inmates. After hearing testimony of 
medical experts at trial, in 2010 the Wisconsin 
District Court found in our favor, ruling that 
the law violates both the 8th Amendment and 
Equal Protection Clause of the Constitution. On 
August 5, 2011, the 7th Circuit upheld this ruling 
based on the 8th Amendment. The appeals court 
wrote: “Refusing to provide effective treatment 
for a serious medical condition serves no valid 
penological purpose and amounts to torture.” The 
court understood that medical care should be left 
in the hands of doctors, not legislators who may 
be acting based on bias and misinformation about 
the medical needs of a marginalized population. 

“A Delicate Balance,” continued from page 13

reiterate these pre-existing exemptions. Thus, 
for example, religious exemptions in New York’s 
Marriage Equality Act largely reiterate First 
Amendment and statutory religious exemptions.

Sixth, more sweeping proposals for religious 
exemptions should be rejected as out-of-step 
with core non-discrimination principles. It is not 
acceptable, for example, to exempt government 
employees from the requirement that they process 
marriage licenses for same-sex couples. Businesses 
and their employees engaged in public commerce 
or government-funded faith-based social service 
providers cannot refuse to provide services to 
married couples because of religious beliefs. Such 
proposals open the door to discrimination in the 
public sphere not only against same-sex couples 
but also against others whose relationships might 
conflict with certain religious beliefs—including 
inter-faith and interracial couples and those who 
marry after a spouse’s divorce. No couple should 
have to face such discrimination when accessing a 
government service or in the public marketplace.

Finally, despite the sometimes contentious 
legislative debates over religious exemptions, 
there has been notably little actual conflict 
between religious objectors and couples seeking 
services in places where same-sex couples have 
the freedom to marry. There is no shortage of 
wedding industry vendors happy to do business 
with these couples. 

The reality is that same-sex couples planning 
their weddings and seeking to live as married 
spouses are not looking to pick fights with 
religious objectors. All they want is what other 
Americans enjoy—a day to celebrate their 
commitment with friends and family, equal rights 
from their government and legal protections for 
their families. 

“Necessary Care,” continued from page 12
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i ConsideR mYselF an opTimisT.  
I usually focus on the remarkable progress 
LGBT people have made through the years, 
from decriminalizing sodomy laws to passing 
anti-discrimination laws to winning greater 
protections for those in same-sex relationships. 
But, there are times when the venom and 
violence that still gets directed at members of 
our community breaks through and I find myself 
shocked at how strongly some people still hate us 
and how far we have yet to go.

That happened recently while I was reading 
news coverage of the victory Lambda Legal and the 
ACLU obtained in the Fields v. Smith case. That 
suit challenged a Wisconsin law barring prison 
doctors from providing transgender inmates 
treatment the doctors believed was medically 
necessary. An appellate court unanimously ruled 
that the law violates the Constitution’s ban on 
cruel and unusual punishment. “Refusing to 
provide effective treatment for a serious medical 
condition serves no valid penological purpose and 
amounts to torture,” the court wrote. As a result, 
transgender people in custody, who have no access 
to care except from prison doctors, can no longer 
be denied hormone therapy or surgery those  
doctors prescribe. 

When I read some of the online comments 
about the ruling, my stomach turned. Some 
referred to transgender people as “weirdos” and 
“freaks.” One claimed that transgender people 
are “mentally ill” and have a sexual desire to be 
“mutilated.” Another decried transgender people 
as “moral decay” that will destroy America. 
One flippantly wrote: “If they want gender 
reassignment, give ’em some lipstick.”

Shortly thereafter I learned of the murder of 
Camila Guzman, a transgender woman who was 
a friend of one of our staff and who had moved 

to New York from Chile 10 years ago, because of 
her fear of not being able to be who she was in 
her homeland. Her tragic death is a reminder that 
the kinds of vile sentiments quoted above are too 
often manifested through mayhem. The National 
Coalition of Anti-Violence Programs documented 
the murders in 2010 of 12 transgender women 
based on their gender identity, which amounted 
to 44 percent of the anti-LGBT murders last 
year. A recent survey by the National Center 
for Transgender Equality further found that 
61 percent of transgender people report being 
victims of physical violence. 

Speakers at a memorial for Camila Guzman 
spoke about the desire of murderers to make 
those they kill “disappear” and how we need to 
fight back by keeping their memories alive. “Do 
not discriminate against your children,” added 
one mourner, the mother of Camila’s best friend. 
I could not agree more.

We can do something by telling the stories 
of those taken from us—of Camila Guzman, 
and Sakia Gunn and Ashley Santiago Ocasio 
and Jorge Steven Lopez Mercado and Brandon 
Teena. We need to share their humanity and 
erase the notion that any of us are some “other.” 
And we need to start with our children. We 
can begin by defending laws like California’s 
FAIR Education that will end the invisibility 
of LGBT people in the history students learn. 
Some may remember the song lyrics “You’ve 
got to be taught to hate.” It’s time for a new  
lesson plan.

soMe May 
reMeMBer the 
soNg lyrics 
“you’ve got 
to Be taught 
to hate.” it’s 
tiMe for a New 
lessoN plaN.
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Lambda Legal has once again been included in 
the Combined federal Campaign (CfC)! if you’re 
eligible to give through the CfC, you have until 
december 15 to designate where you want your 
employee contribution dollars to go. 

please use cfc id# 12482 to make your pledge 
and to designate Lambda Legal your beneficiary. 

visit www.opm.gov/cfc for more information 
about the CfC.
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